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A 0.2-to-34 GHz Novel Ring-Based Triple-Push VVCO
in 0.13μm CMOS Technology
A novel ring-based triple-push voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with a continuous
range from 0.2 to 34 GHz is proposed and realized using thein commercial 0.13-μm 1P8M
CMOS VCO process. The output power of the VCO is -18 dBm and there iswith a ± 2 dB
variation in the full band. The fundamental rejection is more thanabove 15 dB and the second
harmonic rejection is morebetter than 25 dB. This VCO achieves the widest continuously
tuning range reported to datea.
The local oscillator is a key component in wide bandwideband and high speedhighspeed applications. TDue to the ever increasingever-increasing demand for bandwidth makes,
the tuning range of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is an important factoreature in the
production of microwave and millimeter-wave frequenciesy. Due to the fixed inductors,
Mmost LC VCOs are usually used for narrow band design due to fixed inductors [1],[2],[4].
SThere are several approaches to enhanceapproaches can be used to enhance the tuning range,,
which include the use of asuch as switch capacitor, anor inductor, a duplicate oscillator orand
frequency mixing [3]. Most of these approachesthem consume large chip size and complex
design in system. Ring oscillators can easily achieve a wide tuning range with a small chip
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size, but they suffer from the oscillation frequency limitations and high power dissipation at
high frequency. For example, the highest fundamental ring oscillator in a SiGe HBT with fT of
120 GHz is proposed at 32 GHz in [5].
In stead of adopting high fmax process technology, There are cthere are circuit
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structures that could be used instead of adopting high fmax process technology, toto increase
the tuning range as well as toand to achieve higher oscillation frequencies. The multi-push
VCO is an attractive choice because it cancels the fundamental signals and sums up the
desired in-phase multiple harmonics as the output signal. In traditional topologiesy, it is
usually composed of several identical oscillators. However, the multi-push VCO, but it has
the problemsdisadvantage of large chip size and process variation [6].
A new topology is proposed tTo overcome the frequency limitation of a ring
oscillator, a new topology is proposed. Fig.ure 1 shows the block diagram of a multi(M)-push
topology with an N-stage ring oscillator., Hwhere, M could be the a factor of N. The
oscillation frequency of a ring oscillator can be derived usingby the multi-push M, the current
Ictrl, the number of stages N, the amplitude Vosc and the parasitic capacitance CG. In Fig.1,
large number of stage brings up low frequency. To decrease the effect in frequency from
number of stage, the value of M can be setlected equals to N. This enhancesThen, the
oscillation frequenciesy of different stages is enhanced and brings them closer to each
otherclose to each other. Due to the large power consumption and complex layout routing ,
The use of moremore number of stages is not recommended since it would result in large
power consumption and complex layout routing suggested. Furthermore, the valueThe highest
frequency is seen when the values of both M and N are equal to three (Fig. 1). of M and N
equals to three shows the highest frequency in the comparison, as shown in Fig. 1. In this
paper, the use of a VCO which combines the three-stage ring oscillator and triple-push
topologyVCO that combines the three-stage ring oscillator and the triple-push topology is
proposed in a commercial 0.13-

m 1P8M CMOS process. The triple-push approach

enhances the oscillation frequency and the tuning range of a ring oscillator. It also greatly
reducessaves the power dissipatedion in a ring oscillator at high frequency. An appropriate
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topology for the triple push approach is aIn addition, a three-stage ring oscillator since itthat
can naturally provide three signals with a 120o phase shift is an appropriate topology for the
triple-push approach. Since there is only the odd -mode in three-stage ring oscillator, the
fundamental and second harmonics will cancel out. In theThe circuit schematic is shown in
Fig. 2,. aA conventional ring oscillator with a PMOS as resistive load and current control and
is used as well as a 16-finger NMOS with a total gate width of 32 μm are used., The circuit
also usesand a 12-finger PMOS with a total gate width of 120 μm whichto ensures that the a
small voltage drop between the drain and the source is small. The NMOS device trade off
between the parasitic capacitance and the transconductance to reach the highest frequency.
The PMOS device is chosen to have aselected to large gate width to lower the voltage drop in
VDS., However, the large gate widthbut causesit results in a decreasesing in theof oscillation
frequency.
In the tuning mechanism, the gate bias of the PMOS is selected so that itcontrolled to
turns on the current through the NMOS. The breakdown voltage between the gate and the
source in the PMOS determines tThe lowerst limit of the control voltage is limited by the
breakdown voltage between the gate and the source in the PMOS., where Here, the PMOS
provide the highest current, andand the PMOS is in theto triode region. The PMOS offers
aprovides low resistance, which to reduces the RC delay. The upperhighest limit of the
control voltage is the current level that satisfies the oscillation condition., In this case,where
the PMOS is in the saturation region and offers aprovides high resistance to low frequency
oscillationse in low frequency. In order to make the oscillation frequency as high as possible,
All theevery parasitic capacitances in the loop should be reduced to make the oscillation
frequency as high as possible.. The current source is removed to decrease the noise source and
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largerhigher output power at a high frequency, the output power increases with the frequency.
As the power gain degrades at high frequency, tThe common source buffer is used to flatten
the curve of the output power versus the tuning frequency. due to the degradation of power
gain at high frequency Thisand thus prevents the loading effect fromfrom the transmission
lines due to power combinationing. The size of the buffer, a 12-finger NMOS with 24-μm
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gate width, is a trade off between the parasitic capacitance and the flatness of output power.
In order to enhance the fundamental and the second harmonic rejection, Aany
asymmetry in the loop in terms of phase errors or process variation should be minimized to
enhance the fundamental and the second harmonic rejection. A tThin-film microstrip (TFMS)
line (TFMS) is used to combine the three signals after the drain of buffers. Each drain of the
PMOS is connected to the VDD with an equal lengths of TFMS. The gates are biased
usingthrough 5 kΩ resistors. The control voltage and VDD are naturally virtually short by
nature.
Measurements on t

This CMOS VCO is measuredare carried out by via on-wafer

probing. Measurements on theThe output port are doneis measured through bias-T. Fig. 3
shows the measured current and control voltage versus the oscillation frequency. The output
frequency can be continuously tuned continuously in the rangefrom 0.2 GHz to 34 GHz. with
Tthe control voltage variesying betweenfrom 1.75 V andto 0.85 V, andwith the core current
varyiesng from 0.5 mA to 35 mA. The VDD is 2 V, and the buffer is 0.7 V with 7 mA. The
output power is -18 dBm with a ±2dB variation, as is shown in Fig. 4. The measured
fundamental rejection is more thanabove 15 dB and the second harmonic rejection is more
than 25 dB. The phase noise for aat 1 -MHz offset frequency ranges from -75.6 dBc/Hz to -
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69.2 dBc/Hz and for aat 10-MHz offset frequency, it ranges from -98.3 to -92.6 dBc/Hz. The
phase noise has a degrades byation of 9.54 dBc compared tofrom the fundamental phase noise
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due to the triple-push mechanism. Fig. 5 showsdepicts the chip photo of the triple-push VCO.,
It hasshowing a compact chip size of 0.34 x 0.28 mm2, which includesing the area of the pads.
The core area is only 0.19 x 0.13 mm2. Fig. 6 lists the performance of recentrecently wideband Si-based VCOs. TheThis work that this paper talks about achieves the widest tuning
range and smallest chip size.
A ring-based triple-push VCO thatwhich is continuously tuneable from 0.2 to 34 GHz
has been proposedwas proposed. Using the triple-push topology, tThe tuning range is
tripledtripled in the triple-push topology with a good linearity. Due to the absence of
inductors, thea very small chip size, including the bonding pad is very small, is achieved. To
the best of the author’s’ knowledge, this VCO offers achieves the widest continuous tuning
range and the smallest chip size among all of the VCOs reported to date. It demonstrates the
potential for wide bandwideband applications in thefrom microwave to millimeter wave
regime in CMOS technology.
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Figure 1: Ring-based multi-push topology and simulated oscillation frequency
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Figure 2: SThe schematic of the ring-based triple-push VCO.
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Figure 3: Tuning Characteristics.
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Figure 4: Measurement results.
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0.28 mm

Figure 5: Chip photo of the triple-push VCO with a chip size of 0.34 x 0.28 mm2
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Figure 6: Summary of measured performance and comparison with recently reported
wide bandwideband VCOs.
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